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THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES HAVE NOT BEEN EDITED BY 
ADULTS…YUCK! 

 
 They are written by the wonderful kids of Jool. They are the 
work of these magnificent kids. Let’s celebrate them and their 

wonderful brains, minds, and creativity.  



IS YOUTUBE SAFE FOR 
CHILDREN? 

BY WHITE SNOW TIGER 

https://jool.news/author/aprilgracejeong/

Currently, there are a lot of activities on YouTube. But not all of 
them are adults(over age). Children post videos on YouTube too. 
For example, my friend Lily Jung posts videos on YouTube about 
slime and ingot. My other friend called Joowon also posts about 
game reviews. Like my friends, there are a lot of children posting 
on YouTube. Some children don’t post, just watch. But is YouTube 
really safe for children?
YouTube is a type of SNS, where users post videos. There are a lot 
of videos, such as game reviews, movie reviews, informational 

https://jool.news/author/aprilgracejeong/


channels, and educational channels. There are videos that are 
helpful, but there are also videos that stimulate your mind.
First, I will tell you about the helpful videos. In YouTube, there are 
many videos that children can watch, like educational history 
channels or educational programs. There isn’t even a problem if 
children don’t watch game videos constantly. Most children post 
safe videos like slime videos or daily life channels. Most adults do 
to.
But there isn’t just helpful videos on YouTube. There are also 
violent videos that stimulate your brain. In some videos, people say 
bad words. If you see this video, you might say it in real life. Also, 
ther are violent movie reviews. Recently, there was a big hit drama 
movie called Squid Game. This is a very violent drama where they 
kill hundreds of people, so there is a age line of 19 years old. But 
on YouTube, some children tend to watch this movie review and 
get stimulated.
YouTube can be both safe and dangerous for children, but if you 
just use the app in the right way, you can use it with your parents 
permission!

ANALYSE YOUR 
HANDWRITING 

BY WHITE SNOW TIGER 

https://jool.news/author/aprilgracejeong/

When you analyze your personality, you can use a variety of 
websites, such as MBTI, your handwriting, etc. Today I will be 
explaining to you about how to analyze your personality with your 
‘Handwriting’. By the way, not every website about these topics 
are true- some can be made up.
A link to a website that I got inspiration from:

https://jool.news/author/aprilgracejeong/


https://www.businessinsider.com/what-your-handwriting-says-
about-you-2014-7
Almost all people have different handwriting. So experts create 
ways to anaylze your personality with it. There is a science behind 
analyzing handwriting for personality traits and this is called 
‘Graphology’.
For example, if you write with Large Letters you want to feel 
noticed and understood. You are also people-orientated. But if you 
write with small letters, you have strong focus and you’re 
introverted.
If you write with connected letters, you are talented and intuitive. 
If you don’t and your letters aren’t connected, you are logical, 
methodical, and makes decisions carefully.
Although these analyzations may be wrong, they are worth trying 
out!

https://www.businessinsider.com/what-your-handwriting-says-about-you-2014-7
https://www.businessinsider.com/what-your-handwriting-says-about-you-2014-7


A NEW DISEASE - COVID 19 

BY JENNY114 

https://jool.news/author/jenny1114/

What do you think of when you go outside? Mask? Then, why do 
we wear masks? Because of Covid-19, right? So, today, I will tell 
you about Covid-19.

Covid-19 is a Pneumonia like the MERS and the SARS. MERS 
has been prevalent in 2012. and SARS has been prevalent from 
2002 to 2003. for 9 months. And they have similar symptoms. And, 
Covid has the lowest possibility to die when you catch it. Since we 
now know when MERS and SARS was prevalent in, I will tell you 
when Covid was born in. It was made in 2019. And it spread to 
other countries in 2020. In winter, more people catches Covid-19 
than summer.

https://jool.news/author/jenny1114/


And it has changed our lives a lot. Firstly, it made us to study at 
home. Even school has online classes. And even when we go to 
school, it doesn't really feel like being at school. We can't talk to 
each other, can't touch each other, can't borrow anything from each 
other, and some schools have transparent files that stop our spit 
from spreading. Secondly, We don't really go to other countries. 
And usually, We travel in our own country. Now, most people like 
going some where not crowded such as borrowing a whole house 
for some days only for your family. Thirdly, now, we don't go to 
restaurants to eat, but deliver it to our house. Lastly, we usually 
don't go to crowded places such as movie theaters or shopping 
centers.



People have a lot of opinions about Covid-19. Here are my 
thoughts. The good things about Covid-19 is that I don't have to 



wake up early because I sometimes don't go to school. Also, it 
reminds me how much we felt happy when there were no 
Covid-19. Finally, delivery men and mask designers get an insane 
amount of money. However, these little advantages are so small 
compared to these huge disadvantages that a lot of people catch 
Covid and has to say goodbye to the world. And that it is causing 
serious economy problems.

In conclusion, Covid causes a lot of problems and it hasn't ended 
yet. So we better wash our hands properly and be careful. Nobody 
wants somebody to catch Covid.



3 GREAT GREEK GODS 

BY C.H ROSBIE 

https://jool.news/author/rosbie/

There are twelve major gods and goddesses living on Mt. 
Olympus. However, today I’m going to tell you about only three of 
the twelve immortals.

First up is the god Zeus. He is the king of all gods and goddesses. 
Zeus was raised by a couple of nymphs and a fairy goat, away 
from his dangerous father. It had been arranged by his mother Rhea 
to protect him from his father when he was an infant. When he was 
finally an adult, Zeus rescued his brothers and sisters, as their  
father had swallowed them. Together, they rose up against their 
father. They battled him and his allies, the Titans. Soon, their father 
surrendered and the Olympians rose to victory. Since he was the 
eldest, Zeus became the king of them all.

Zeus



Zeus’s symbol is the lightning bolt. During the battle with the 
Titans, it had been forged by a group of giants, called the 
Cyclopes. He often used it to get rid of troublesome mortals. In 
addition, Zeus was fearless when facing his enemies. For instance, 
he didn’t surrender when fighting Typhon, a monster whose head 
reached the skies.

Second is the goddess Hera. She is the goddess of marriage and the 
queen of Olympus. Hera is also the wife of Zeus. She had refused 
Zeus’ proposal at first, so he morphed into a cuckoo during a 
storm. Hera held the distressed bird close, but all of sudden, she 
found herself hugging Zeus! So, Zeus finally won her over. 
However, Hera soon came to know that Zeus had other wives 
besides her. She became jealous and selfish towards them. I think 
that Zeus should have stopped cheating Hera and focused on just 
one wife. Even though Hera could have been nicer, other gods and 
goddesses didn’t have many wives at the same time such as the 
goddess Aphrodite and the god Hephaestus. So maybe Hera’s 
reaction is close to normal.

The third and final god is Hermes, the herald of the gods. He was 
born between Maia, a nymph, and Zeus. As an infant, he stole the 
god Apollo’s cows and used clever tricks to cover his tracks.  The 
cows that he stole were fifty in all. Hermes kept forty-eight of them 
and sacrificed two to the Olympian gods. Apollo was furious! 
However, Zeus wanted Apollo and Hermes to be friends, as they 
were brothers. It ended up with Hermes owning the cows. 
However, he had to give Apollo his lyre in exchange for them. 
Because he liked his wit, Zeus handed Hermes a cape and one pair 
of winged sandals. Then, he appointed him the herald of the gods.



Hermes

Those are the three gods and goddesses that I chose. I selected 
them because their myths were the most exciting to read. Also, 
they looked the most important. Hera and Zeus are the rulers, 
Hermes is the herald and therefore travels between earth and 
Olympus. I thought I ought to choose the gods who stood out the 
most.



WHAT IF POKEMON EXISTED 
IN THE REAL WORLD? 

BY MEWKACHU 

https://jool.news/author/mewkachu/

Hmmm... What a great question. Pokémon, Pikachu, Charmander, 
Eevee, all living in one place. Well, it would be wonderful! The 
Pokémon would help us with our hard work. Pokémon can build 
houses, read minds, and a lot of other things! People and Pokémon, 
living in harmony... It might be fun like I said but it could also be 
horrible. There might be Pokémon poachers! Oh! No! Pokémon 
might become extinct! To prevent this, there should be a great law 
like this.↓↓

People who poach Pokémon will be executed! Off with their 
heads!

If Pokémon and humans live harmoniously like I said, then there 
would be no problems, but you never know, terrible things might 
happen!

My opinion: Never trust mewtwo! In mewtwo strikes back, mewtwo 
is a pokemon who wants to destroy humanity! (But mew is okay.)



even dark type Pokémon can be our friends!(❁´◡`❁)



THE STORY OF JOHN 
DOLITTLE 

BY RAVENWOLFHEAD 

https://jool.news/author/ravenwolfhead/

John Dolittle is a character in a book series of twelve. He's a short, 
fat man with a kind face and a generous and jolly personality. He is 
somehow specially attached to his hat and he even shows that he is 
depressed without it, in book 2, the Voyages of Doctor Dolittle. 
But the most special fact about this likeable
man is that he can communicate with animals.
So how is this possible?
The Doctor owes this special gift to his parrot, Polynesia. She's a 
talking parrot, of course, and a very smart one, too, and one day, 
she talks about animal
language, and the Doctor shows interest.
After some lessons, the doctor learns the language of animals 
completely, and since his job is a vet, he masters his job, too. I 
mean, vets are supposed to
treat animals. But they never know exactly how the animal is sick.
But now, the Doctor could ask the animal how he or she was sick. 
Like treating a person.
Doctor Dolittle became a well-known vet, but that's not all. He 
joined a circus and made a successful show. He went to Africa and 
saved the monkey species.
Doctor Dolittle even went to the moon.
And every animal loved him.
Do you want to meet this likeable man who could talk to animals?
I do.

https://jool.news/author/ravenwolfhead/


KOREAN TRADITION SERIES 
1: KIMCHI 

BY SIR MAGIC0103 

https://jool.news/author/sirmagic0103/

In these days, Korea is getting more getting more famous and 
popular. Have you heard about Korea’s traditional fermented food, 
Kimchi? If you are interested in Korea, I will teach you everything 
about Kimchi.

Kimchi is a traditional dish that cannot go away from Korean 
dining tables. Kimchi’s history goes back to A.D 1241. ‘Kimchi’ 
was first written in a book in the Koryo Dynasty. Actually, we’ve 
been eating Kimchi for more than three thousand years! It’s just 



written in 1241. Today’s Kimchi is surprisingly red hot spicy. 
However, Kimchi wasn’t hot spicy for too long. Red pepper came 
along with Japan in 1592. For most of the time, we ate Kimchi 
only fermented with salt and vegetables such as cabbages and 
radish. We usually harvest cabbage in the winter, and we make the 
amount we eat in the whole year. The only thing to do is to wait for 
the Kimchi to be fermented. The ingredients and the process of 
making Kimchi is like below.

First, we have to slice the vegetable into smaller pieces. Secondly, 
we have to draw the water out with salt. Thirdly, it’s seasoning 
time! We need such as red pepper, Korean pear, garlic, and 
paprika. The last step is to wait until the nice bacteria finished 
fermenting the Kimchi.





Kimchi is an excellent well-being dish for us humans. Here are 7 
stunning effects of Kimchi.

1. Kimchi could prevent asthma and atopic dermatitis. The 
recent research shows that a person who ate Kimchi more 
than 40g per day had a lower chance of getting asthma 
compared to a person who ate Kimchi less than 40g per 
day. Also, if you eat Kimchi 85~185g per day, you have 
32% less chance to get atopic dermatitis than a person who 
eats Kimchi 0~36g per day.

2. Kimchi can prevent cancer. In Kimchi, there is chemicals 
such as capsaicin helps our bodies to fight cancer. 
Researches show that Kimchi can prevent cancer because 
the ingredients of it has such as Indol-3-carbinol, 
Isocyanate from cabbage, Allyl-sulfide from garlic, and 
capsaicin from red pepper that helps our cells to fight 
against cancer.  

3. Kimchi helps digestion with their lactic acid bacteria. 
Kimchi also can make digestion more fluent. If you eat 
Kimchi about 300g a day, your large intestine’s lactic acid 
bacteria rises about 100 times.

4. Kimchi has only 9~55 kcal per 100 g. So it can help you to 
not get fat. The internet shows that Kimchis average calorie 
is about 9~55 kcal per 100g. Also the capsaicin helps to 
resolve fat, and dietary fibers make you feel full.

5. Kimchi is a divine anti-bacterial dish. It's because the 
mighty lactic acid bacteria! It kills only the nasty germs 
like a heat-seeking-missile. The more it ferments, the more 
lactic acid bacteria in Kimchi.

6. Kimchi prevents anaemia impressively. according to 
research, when a man eats Kimchi 300gs per day for four 
weeks, the number of ferritin that helps our body absorb 
iron. This means we can defend anaemia that we get from 
low iron in our body by eating Kimchi that is full with 
ferritin and getting more iron in our veins.

7. It seems like Kimchi can cleanse toxic materials in our 
vessels such as triglyceride and lower our blood pressure a 
lot. Also, Kimchi helps our blood flow smoothly.



Kimchi pancake

Kimchi stew
Now, how do you feel after adventuring the world of Kimchi? 
Nowadays, Korea is exporting a lot of Kimchi out to the world. So 
I recommend you to taste it. Also, I recommend to make Kimchi 
yourself.



WHAT IF CHOCOLATE 
RAINED FROM THE SKY? 

BY RED PANDA THE GREAT 

https://jool.news/author/redpandathegreat/

What if milk chocolate ice cream falls from the sky in the winter 
and chocolate milk in the summer. I wish that it’ll be the opposite, 
chocolate ice cream in the summer and hot chocolate in the winter. 
But based on the weather I think that won’t work. So I’m sticking 
with chocolate milk in the summer and ice cream in the winter.

At first, it’ll be great you won’t have to buy them in the store 
anymore just leave a bucket outside when it rains or snows and you 
have a gallon full of them.

This is only the positive side of having chocolate rain or snow.



If chocolate rain or snow keeps coming, plants and animals that 
live in the wild won’t get the water they need. The animals would 
always have a skin disease and they would suffer from 
dehydration. The plants would die because they couldn’t get 
enough water.

Also not long after, it rains the world would be full of mold. Hold 
likes sweet things and after Chocolate Rain or chocolate snow 
molds will be swarming. 

As you know milk chocolate is brown. If brown rain or snow falls 
hard people won’t be able to see. If so, people can’t see through the 
rain or snow then they could have accidents all over. Even if cars 
wipe away the rain or snow with the wiper because it’s sticky a 
part of it will stay like a stain on the window.



IS FACEBOOK BENEFICIAL 
FOR CHILDREN? 

BY SOPHIE ELIZABETH 
VACKER 

https://jool.news/author/floweryili/

Facebook is used in lots of places. However, can we ever think that 
facebook is safe? Is it beneficial? Today, I will tell you about 
facebooks advantages and disadvantages.

The first advantage of facebook real-time social networking 
site.Facebook has let lots people become united with each other. 
With real-tine social networking and you can use Facebook to 
connect with your family, friends, work colleagues, and you can 
even meet new people on Facebook anytime and anywhere.

Also, with the Facebook translation feature, you can easily connect 
with Facebook users from different countries and with people who 



speak a variety of different languages. As a matter of fact, you 
don't have to talk to the people that know language, you can talk to 
lots of new people.

For Facebook's disadvantages, there are Facebook privacy.It is one 
of the major concerns and disadvantages of Facebook has.Lots of 
teenagers and people use facebook.And all of a sudden some 
private information can get loose and everybody can know. They 
might add horrible comments to their channels and make some 
fake information.

Another dis advantages is that is no limit to these profiles. Most of 
them are created by stalkers or marketers looking to gain more 
friends and use it for their marketing purposes. As a result, a lot of 
people get hacked.

There are a lot of advantages and disadvantages of Facebook. So, 
think twice before you do something in Facebook.



THE HISTORY OF THE SPACE 
RACE 

BY SOPHIE ELIZABETH 
VACKER 

https://jool.news/author/floweryili/

I saw CNN 10 today and saw that there could be a space race 
between the U.S and China. China is beginning to develop by 
twice the rate of America. And I do think the U.S will not just stay 
and watch.

Photo by Hristo Fidanov on Pexels.com
A lot of countries have been trying to improve on space missions. 
The countries that have succeeded are keeping that secret. So that 
no one or country can make a space rocket just like them. Today I 
will tell you about the race between the U.S and the Soviet Union.

https://www.pexels.com/photo/milky-way-galaxy-during-nighttime-1252890/


American Flag

Soviet Union Flag
The space race between the soviet union and the U.S.A. began in 
earnest on August 2, 1955. The United State said that they would 
start launching satellite and other objects. And 4 days later, the 
Soviet Union responded to the speech the United State made.They 
declared that they would be launching a satellite in 'the near 
future.' And after that, the space race begun.

Some people thought that the U.S would win. Some thought that 
the Soviet Union would win.The U.S and the Soviet Union began 
with animals. Because they didn't know what would happen, that 



used animals.For example, they used dogs, chimpanzees, and a lot 
of other animals.

Laika, The dog that died in the spaceship
However everyone was surprised when the Soviet Union launched 
a spaceship with a real live person faster than the United States. 
Later on, the United States said that they would begin to launch a 
spacecraft to the moon. Later on the U.S.A did go to the moon 
faster than the Soviet Union. However we should see to that it was 
a win-win. Nobody lost or won.And that was how the Space Race 
ended.Thank you for reading.

- Sophie Vacker



INSIDE AND BACK AGAIN - BY 
THANHHA LAI - BOOK 

REVIEW 

BY RAVANA CRIMSON 

HTTPS://JOOL.NEWS/AUTHOR/RAVANACRIMSON/

Have you read a book about the Vietnam war? I have recently 
finished a book called Inside Out & Back Again. The book is a 
historical fiction and is unique because it is written in poems. The 
book is about Ha who lives with her three brothers and mother in 
South Vietnam. Her father was sent to a battle 9 years ago and 
hasn't returned. When South Vietnam loses the war to North 
Vietnam most of the families are able to get sponsored from people 
who live in different countries. Ha's family goes to Alabama, 
America and the book tells about how Ha's family adapts to the 
new culture and language that they are not familiar with. Ha's 
mother has hardships from working at a factory and getting 
discrimination and wounds, Ha's oldest brother, Quang, also gets 
discrimination while studying and working in mechanics. Ha and 
the rest of her brothers gets teased by the classmates and gets 
bullied by their different appearances and accent of English. The 
book is about how Ha's family recovers from those problems and 
difficulties.

It is very interesting because it is written in poems when most 
books are written in paragraphs. It was a distinctive way to read a 
book. I thought about the main themes like war, family, and feeling 
or being different and getting teased or bullied by the 
dissimilarities. I felt like family is a very important thing in 
everyone's life that could make you feel better at hard times.



I recommend this book to kids who are interested in historical 
fiction and poems. I also thought that this could be a stimulating 
book for everyone! If you have a chance, make sure to read this 
provoking and gratifying book!~~



FANTA 

BY ARCHBISHOP999 

https://jool.news/author/archbishop999/

Have you ever drunk Fanta? Fanta is known to have more than 150 
flavours worldwide, and is one of the most well known soft drinks 
in the world. However, Fanta also has quite an  interesting history 
too, which is what I will talk about today.

As WW2 started, the US stopped exporting Coke’s ingredients to 
Nazi Germany. However, Coke was an important item in the 
military. Coke was able to boost morale the army, which made it 
needed in long-term wars. This meant that the fact that there 
wasn’t Coke in the army was quite a big disadvantage to the 
Germans and Max Keith, a German head of Coca-Cola GmbH. 

Max Keith built Cola factories in every country Germany 
conquered, but he didn’t have a single Coke to produce. In order to 
solve this problem, Nazi Germany and Max Keith had to find a 



drink that would boost morale of their armies instead of Coke. In 
order to solve this problem, Max Keith had developed a new recipe 
with his chemists. In order to provide a sweet taste without using 
much sugar, they used fruit scraps to sweeten the taste. Max Keith, 
who thought it was a success, branded it as “Fanta” after the 
word fantasy. This gave batches of Fanta different tastes as Fanta 
had to use any fruit scrap that was available, regardless of taste.

However, with Keith’s efforts to keeping the company operating, 
 there was one problem. Hitler didn’t want an American company 
in Germany, which meant Max Keith had the risk that he might be 
imprisoned. As a solution, Keith made friends with the Nazi 
Minister of Justice, Franz Gurtner, who appointed him to The 
Office of Enemy Property, but Keith refused. Though Keith didn’t 
accept the job, the plan succeeded, as Keith was safe from being 
imprisoned. Plus, he was able to sell Fanta to the Nazi soldiers and 
German citizens. Now Germany had a substance that could boost 
morale, just like Coke did for the Allies. Fanta soon became 
Germany’s signature soft drink. However, this didn’t last long. 

With losses in battles like D-DAY and The Battle of the Bulge in 
Ardennes, Germany was in trouble. Plus, due to the many 
bombardments of Berlin, numerous factories and buildings were 
destroyed, which put Keith in trouble as well. Keith started 
communicating with the US Coke HQ asking for help, being that 
Coca Cola GmbH was alive. Eventually.  the US military found 
Keith in a destroyed factory.



Later, in the US, Keith became sort of a hero to the Coca Cola 
company for not being an official member of the Nazi party. Due 
to his efforts, Keith was made president of Coca-Cola-Europe. In 
1955, Keith brought back Fanta with different ingredients, which is 
the Fanta we now know.



THE HYPERINFLATION OF 
ZIMBABWE AND ITS 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DE 
BEERS 

BY ARCHBISHOP999 

https://jool.news/author/archbishop999/

Hyperinflation in Zimbabwe was indeed the worst of the 21st 
century. Why was a country with a good start with money from the 
British so easily doomed? Today, I’d like to share my findings of 
how and why the inflation in Zimbabwe started and its history.

A Cecil Rhodesy

https://jool.news/author/archbishop999/


 An animation about Cecil Rhodes trying to conquer Africa
Africa was long ago known as simply a place where ships could 
dock, but later as diamonds were found in the territory, many 
started to invest in diamond mines in Africa. Cecil Rhodes was one 
of them. With some money supported by Rothschild & Co., he was 
able to start the famous company De Beers. Later with his 
ambitious plans, he founded the South African Company, and 
conquered a big part of Africa which is nowadays Zambia, 
Zimbabwe, and a part of South Africa. Naming the land Rhodesia, 
with the monarch as the Queen of Britain and him as the first 
president of the new colony, the state was partly independent in 
some ways, and a huge amount of money was invested in 
Rhodesia. Plus, the land was known to be quite sustainable for 
crops, enabling many British farmers to mass produce tobacco and 
many other crops. Later in the 1960s, two movements, one led by 
Joshua Nkomo called the Zimbabwe African People’s Union or 
ZAPU, and the other headed by Robert Mugabe, who led the 
Zimbabwe African National Union, ZANU, had a coup d’etat on 
the Rhodesian government. ZAPU was supported by China while 
ZANU was supported by the Soviet Union. As in the 1960s the 
Cold War was happening, the British made a deal with the ZAPU 
and ZANU: if the two would have a democratic vote to lead the 
country and democratically lead Zimbabwe, they would give 
financial support to Zimbabwe & let the country be free from 
British control. The deal was confirmed and ZANU eventually won 
the vote. It seemed like Mugabe was leading the country well, with 
equal rights for black and white citizens at first.



ZIMBABWE – JUNE 1985: ZAPU Leader-Zimbabwe Joshua 
Nkomo speaking at rally. (Photo by William F. Campbell/Getty 

Images)



Joshua Nkomo
However, this didn’t go long. Robert Mugabe allied with North 
Korea after visiting North Korea and meeting Kim Il Sung. He 
soon started to take away the land of the top 5% of the population, 
almost all white, in Zimbabwe. “War Veterans,” who were actually 
ZANU functionaries,  violently killed some while the others were 
having their land taken away. Due to this, the whites fled to Europe 
and companies led by whites fled overseas. Soon the land became 
useless, with the black landowners not knowing how to grow crops 
or having any agricultural technologies. Britain immediately quit 
supporting the Zimbabwean government financially. Plus, there 
weren’t any machines to mass produce products in factories, with 
the whites who owned most companies gone. This caused the 
decrease of jobs due to the increase of companies(which were 
mostly owned by whites) fleeing overseas. Eventually, Robert 
Mugabe became a total dictator and had his army trained by the 
North Koreans. Then he started massacring anyone who disagreed 
with his ideas, (especially Joshua Nkomo, his followers, and his 
security team). Robert Mugabe eventually killed 20,000 followers 
and soldiers of Joshua Nkomo with the North Korean special 
forces. He dictated the country for about 40 yrs and was kicked out 
of the country after a coup d’tat. He later died in Singapore at age 
98 in 2019. His wife is still in Singapore to hide from the angry 
Zimbabweans.



The inflation is still happening in Zimbabwe, and recently, due to 
COVID-19 it is getting worse. All in all, it is important to know 
about this terrible hyperinflation and why it happened. Plus, we 
should know how to prevent this from happening by analyzing the 
hyperinflation of Zimbabwe. Every inflationary crisis has a reason 
and is bad for everyone.
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